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Introduction
The following is intended to be a brief record of Sp Company from the date of embarkation for
overseas. Dates and times are in many cases only approximations.
After many "false alarms" the Bn (battalion) was eventually ordered to move to a port of
embarkation for services overseas. Our role was changed again and though in a "jeep seale" of
lpt we received 13 carriers and 6 X 3 Tonners just before leaving. A deal of work was required to
work out the carrier pl's new establishment and how to load the 3 tonners. However we eventually
as usual we managed.
JMG Hendry Capt.
Comd Sp Coy
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17th Oct Coy less vehicles embarked for Europe at SOUTHAMPTON.
18th
Landed at Ostend after a rough crossing, but with very few "casualties". The
night was spent in a transit camp and troops allowed a few hours liberty in OSTEND.
19th
Moved to conc. area SWEVEGHEM. Coy all billeted to-gether in FOLKHUIS and
quite comfortable. Officers and C.M.S. & C.Q.M.S. in private billets and very comfortable. The
area was not well equipped with "accommodation stores" and much work to be done.
20th

Day spent getting cook house going, latrines dug and
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settling in.
21st
Bn played a football match against the Burgomeisters factory X1 and won 6 - 3. 6
of Coy in the team.
22nd
Church parade held in HQ Coy billet and march past Maj Carlow answered for
CO who was at Bde.
23rd
Capt Crook (O.C. mess) Sgt Innis, Sgt Dunn and Sgt McPherson sent on cadre
in the line attended to 6 HLI. A dance was organised by civilians to welcome the British troops.
24th

Orders to move

25th
Btn wheeled vehicles and guns arrived. Cadre from 6 HLI returned. A repeat
dance was held.
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ordered carrier to be given to C.O. and each rifle Coy Cm'd. Carrier Pl re-organised at URSEL
into HQ and 2 secs of 3 carriers and a ground force with 1 carrier spare. Cy Hq established in
pub. "O" Gp held by C at 22:00 hrs and 04:00 and outline op given out. Capt Booth dispatched to
OSSENISSE to recce BUFFALOS.
26th
Bn had very wet moved to SLUISKIL. Conc. area a very blitzed factory. Arrived
approx 10:00. Very uncomfortable evening. Orders for op and moved to embarkation point given
out. Bn moved off at 20:45 hrs to OSSENISSE. Only 2 6 pdrs taken and
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Lt Wood & Lt Inglis and a number of N.C.O.s L.O.B.. Operation is crossing of SCHELT on to
BEVELAND.
27th
arrived at OSSENISSE at approx. 02:30 and loading delayed. 156 Bde secured
bridgehead fairly easily but some opposition inland Marching personnel and most of carriers
landed by last light. Remaining vehs ordered to move to embarkation point at TERNEUSEL
u/comd Capt JMG Hendry. Arrived there at 22:00 hrs and advised that crossings would be at
03:00, 05:00 & 07:00 hrs 28th.
28th

First party lifted at 05:00 and landed at 07:30 u/cmd Capt JMG Hendry.
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2nd flight landed at 14:00 and all vehs (less O.C Sp Coy jeep!) ashore by 21:00 hrs. Bn moved to
fwd conc. area at 14:00 hrs. Capt Hendry left to control move fwd of vehs. Bn advanced from
conc. area at 22:00 hrs.
29th
Bn continued advance and linked with Canadians in HERREHOEK before last
light after very little fighting some PW taken. Two casualties only in A Coy from mines. Peaceful
night.
30th
Day spent at HERREHOEK OC Sp Coy called in to arbitrate in case of girl on
farm who was to be arrested for collaboration with the GERMANS. Taken to "avizandum"
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and Coy moved before any further action required! Bn ordered to conc. area and moved at 19:00
hrs. O Gp at 21:00 and plan laid on for attack on WALCHEREN. Plan. Canadians to secure
Bridgehead across causeway and Bn to advance through them to secure ground SE of
MIDDLEBURG for 6 HLI to attack this town.
31st
Canadians attacked causeway and got across but had heavy opposition. Counter
attack in afternoon drove them back onto causeway. Bn remained in conc. area.
1 Nov

Orders issued at approx 23:30 hrs for relief of Canadians on causeway.
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at 05:00. Expected that small bridgehead would be secured by Canadians by that time. Mors to
take over PL posn this side of causeway and MFC with ABD Sec Pnrs with B & D. Remainder of
Coy to remain in conc. area. Capt Hendry to check fwd Coys on start point and report to C.O.
Relief held up by failure of Canadians to get across causeway. B Coy moved forward and took
over at about 06:00 hrs amid heavy mortar and MMG fire. Could not get forward D Coy also on
causeway at first light. B and D coys advanced.
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across causeway after some hard fighting and secured whole causeway by 11:00 hrs Sgt Gifford
and cpl Cooke did good work as MFCs but both were wounded, Gifford only slightly. Ptes
Shenton & Hewitt were also wounded. Sp coy less mortars & pioneers did not move.
2nd Nov Bn hung on to small bridgehead throughout day. Causeway reported clear of mines but B
Coy carrier was blown up when moved up and Pte Hoggan killed and Cpl Covens severely
wounded.
3rd Nov

Bridgehead enlarged

4th Nov

C Coy passed through.
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and secured start line for 6 HLI. Carriers moved up to E end of causeway.
5 Nov
6 HLI moved through and advanced on MIDDLEBURG. ARNEMUIDEN
surrendered. D Coy & carrier PL occupied the town. 1 det Pnrs also u/comd Major Carlow.
6 Nov

Bn now in position in bridgehead W of causeway.

7 Nov
MIDDLEBURG capitulated and GOC accepted surrender of GERMAN COMD.
Coy had baths at MBU.
8 Nov
Bn regarded as in conc area and no tactical layout. Orders for "cleaning up".
Mine clearance etc were delayed owing to the HQ and Sp Coy HQ being
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"blown up" by explosion of dumps of GERMAN mines. (RM43s). Three local children and two
gunners from 79 Fd Regt were killed and two gunners are missing. No one in the Bn was
seriously wounded. Bn HQ went back to original HQ E of causeway. Alk and Pnr PLs had also to
move their locn. Sp Coy HQ moved into the remains of BN HQ. OC carrier PL was required to
control civil disorder at coal dump in ARNEMUIDEN. Situation was tactfully and successfully
restored.
9 Nov

Day spent re-organizing
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Sketch Map of Walcheren position - Insert
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Warnings received that area liable to flooding and that two Boche in Canadian battledress are at
large in a motor car.
10 Nov
Coy HQ were flooded out of their HQ during the night and moved into outhouse.
day spent settling into new HQ. Coy paid.
11Nov

Pnrs still checking dumps of mines etc. New stove in coy HQ and great comfort.

12 Nov
Warning order to move. Standstill order. Eventually coy moved with Bn in three
colns. a) track u/cmd Capt Booth (b) jeeps u/cmd Capt Borthwick (C) T.C.V.s u/cmd Major
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R A French. Clm (c) started of at 19:00hrs in pouring rain and arrived at HALSTEREN (near
BERGEN-OP-ZOOM) at 21:30 hrs after a miserable journey.
13 Nov
Coy billeted in large mansion with A & B Coys. very crowded and no lights. C.O.s
conference at 12:00. Future uncertain. Day passes ANTWERP to be allowed. Officers broke into
bottle of whisky which was much enjoyed.
14 Nov

Coy settled in pretty will. Officers mess, which
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was situated in ancient & venerable town hall burned down due to accident. Arrears of "paper"
cleared up.
15 Nov
Carrier PL re-organised once more. Capt Booth posted to D Coy as 2 i/c and 10
O.R.s also posted to D coy as re-inforcements 3 N.C.O.s attached to D Coy for battle experience.
This cuts out ground sec. Lt Inglis assumed command of PL. Coy bathed by MBUs
16 Nov

A quiet day. Lt Reid off duty owing to accident on return journey from day off
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in ANTWERP . Face cut & bruised.
17 Nov
Coy Comd and O.C. Mors spent day in ANTWERP. C.O.s conference. Visit of
GOC announced.
18 Nov
Preparation for visit of GOC. Electric light installed in billet by Pnrs. Shone
brightly till 17:00 hrs and then ceased to function.
19 Nov
GOC attended church parade. Spoke to Coys afterwards and complimented
them on their good show on causeway. Electric light working again.
20 Nov

Trg and maint. going on. Feature of trg is
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attack and defense of dykes. Pnrs concentrating on mines. Capt Hendry attended a
demonstration of WASPS - carriers with flame throwing attachments. Most impressive dem.
21 Nov

Baths. badly organised as gunners arrived at same time.

22 Nov
Party sent out to recover bodies of crew of LANCASTER which crashed on 1 Nov
in area. Sgt Hendry i/c party. A gruesome job!
23 Nov
Remains of

C.O.s recce for relief of 29 Can Armd recce regt on MAAS. Preparation for move.
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two members of A/C crew recovered. Orders issued 21:30 for relief on caus.
24
Adv party left for RAMSDONK area. Line appears to be quiet enough. Occasional
shelling. Some air-bursts. Coy billets obtained in NIEUVE VAART.
25 Nov
Coy arrived 11:30 Sp Coy not in direct and all in village less 1 sec carriers u/cmd
each A & C Coys. 1 sec mors moved up in support A & C Coys in darkness. Very quiet day. B
Coy sent two patrols out night 25/26 Nov. C.S.M. Mitchell LOB.
26 Nov

A very quiet day. No shelling
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Cookhouse organised and feeding better.
27 Nov
Very quiet again. Visit from Cpt Arnold (G3I) and got info that enemy div now
reported on our front at STRASBOURG. Enemy appears to be thinning out. Lt Wood took B Coy
patrol out. Atk PL established a V2 spotting post in C Coy area.
28 Nov
Nothing of interest from Lt Wood's patrol. Some shelling in afternoon. D Coy
moved into line on A Coy's right. One casualty from shelling of standing patrol.
29 Nov

Baths. A quiet day so
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Far. Routine Boche "hate" period and some shelling about 17:30. Lot of patrol activity at night and
B Coy bumped enemy patrol on island. Patrol comd's sten didn't work. Grenades thrown by both
sides. Arty called on enemy post on island.
30
Quiet morning. Sp Coy briefed at 14:15 to send out three patrols to-night. Patrol
comds Lt Wood, Lt Inglis, Sgt Parkes. DR's supplied by Atk pl. Patrols set off at 17:45 Lt Inglis to
be out for 24 hrs.
1 Dec

Patrols commanded by
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Lt Wood, and Sgt Parkes returned 07:00 hrs both with nil reports. No enemy movement at all.
Accident with two jeeps bringing patrols in. Sgt Parkes leg badly cut and evacuated to A.D.S.
Vehs to workshops. L.O.B.s N.C.O.s changed to-day and C.S.M. arrived. Patrol activities limited
t-night again. Coy bathed today.
2 Dec
Sp Coy to supply patrol to-night comd Lt William B Coy Capt Crook also took out
a patrol to recce base plate positions for possible 3" shoot on to enemy observed by Lt Inglis
patrol.
3 Dec

Warning order that we are being relieved 4 Dec. 3" project
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cancelled. Local relief cancelled. Preparations for move. Coy Comds and Bn HQ Offrs to attend
talk at Bde HQ. Pte Wadsworth returned with veh repaired. One veh atk pl still at Bde workshops
4 Dec
Coy moved out early. No hand-over in our area, and arrived at DONGEN. Good
billets and no further move till 5 Dec. Ptes Parkinson, Smith and Alvey joined Pnr Pl to-day. Raw
soldiers but seem to have something in them. Atk pl got D/Ms back to-day (less storm in
meantime) Pte Christie also joined Atk Pl. Good man. Seen service with Atk PL 10 HLI and was
wounded with them.
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5 Dec

Coy moved 13:45. Very bad column and long move.

6 Dec
Coy arrived less 1 jeep and 1 carrier and D,D. (McGillwray). Settled into to fair
billets in small village. Bn. visited 4/7 D.G. and inspected their tks. TK training has high priority.
Jeep arrived p.m. to-day. Lecture for officers and N.C.O.s on KANGAROOS.
7 Dec
Pls settling in and doing maintenance and trg. Very wet day. Dem in afternoon by
tks. Carrier crew collected and carrier re-covered by wsps.
8 Dec
Coy marched to spectate at fd firing exercise with tanks. Tanks badly bogged and
could not move. Very impressive fire power. Planning for op started.
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9
Quiet day. Planning for secret operatinstarted to-night. Coy Comds and Sp Coy
comds were briefed in outline.
9 Dec

Planning and liason going ahead. Briefing conference in the evening.

10 Dec
Coy bathed. Church parade. Coy comd and recce party moved at very short
notice to take over from 4/5 RSF north of GEILENKIRCHEN. Op off.
11 Dec
Bn moved into line during night. In GERMANY at last! Atk pl deployed for first
time. Took over guns which were in posn. In very bad state and 3 covered by enemy fire by day.
Carriers dismounted with C Coy in very exposed posn. Relief uneventful except
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for spasmodic spandau fire.
12 Dec

Check up on posn. and patrols arranged. No shelling.

13 Dec
Enemy reported to be working by night in front of position. Discovered by
experiment that much more movement possible by day than as informed. C.O. visited
TRIPSRATH by day. Atk pl got to all guns by night and adjusted posn. Mor "lay-on" to shoot up
enemy working parties by night.
14 Dec
Mors did not fire. More enemy work done night 13/14 Dec. Mor task again laid
on. Pns on patrol with A coy got new GERMAN "TOFP" mine and brought it back.
15 Dec

Mors shot and reported to have had a very successful
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shoot. Lay on again to-night.
16 Dec
Message received at 04:00 informing that Bn would be relieved by 4/5 RSF on 17
Dec. Mors had another good shoot on KONIGSHOF. Atk pl recovered 2 more U/S Atk guns which
were evacuated to wsps. Relief completed uneventfully but R.S.F. shelled at GEILENKIRCHEN
while lying up. Coy moved to GROTENWRATH.
17 Dec
Capt Hendry and 2 NCOs went on recce of possible future area. 2i/c was i/c
party. It was possible on recce to meet the C.O. & 2 i/c of 2 GLAS H and also to visit 46 Bde HQ
where we met Capt Munro and Maj. W.U.P. Lawson. The meetings were accompanied by some
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enemy air activity. A/C were reputed to be jet-propelled Messershmits. No casualties in party. In
view of GERMAN breakthrough south of AACHEN Bn prepared positions south of
GROTENWRATH.
18th Dec

Day spent in preparation of posns and baths. Little news of battle in South

19th Dec
Alternative posns being prepared. Bn ordered to relieve 7 cams in reserve to 156
Bde at GEILENKIRCHEN. Recce party was involved in very heavy shelling in town but no
casualties. Lt Reid extremely perplexed as to why he was not killed by very "near one"!
20th Dec

Bn moved into GEILENKIRCHEN
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and relieved 7 Cams. Relief uneventful. About 16:00 hrs town was shelled for about half an hour.
Coy HQ in very good cellar but unpleasantly close to a X rds and a quarry both of which have
been targets. No Casualties from shelling. Up till to-day enemy has been much more active in the
air and posns being prepared SOUTH of GROTENRATH were bombed on 18th but no casualties.
General opinion of GERMAN advance in higher circles is that in spite of initial success it will be
shortly under control and will turn to our advantage and may shorten the war.
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"O" Gp at 22:00 hrs. Bn to be relieved by 4/5 RSF on 21st Dec and move to SCHINVELD as part
of Div reserve.
21st
Relief duly carried out but took till 15:30. Coy established in SCHINVELD without
incident "O" gp 21:00 hrs
22nd
Recce by Coy comds and specialist Pl comds of Div reserve line. Coy paid. Good
Coy mess in this area and electric light. Report by O.D. that enemy parachutists in wood 5 miles
away. Not confirmed but wood surrounded by O.D. and A.A. Bty.
23rd
Warning order to relieve Cameronians in TRIPSRATH-RICHDEN area on 24th.
Bn def scheme completed for hand-over and preparations
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to move. Very little news of battle in south but weather better and news that RAF have attacked
GERMAN colns and knocked out 90 odd tks.
24th
A lovely clear morning and a great deal of air activity. Marched up to
GEILENKIRCHEN and saw RAF attacking away south of AACHEN. Relieved Cams without
incident. Bn now holding what was a 2 - Bn front line but with extremely heavy arty support. Had a
telephone message that 6 HLI sentry had been shot at by jeep which did not stop. Just as
message delivered to me a strong AMERICAN accent said "Guess I was the
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guy that did the shootin'" Turned out to be a Yankee sgt who didn't see a sentry and drove past
him. He says sentry shot at jeep so he fired back. Checked up on him and O.K. It is a very eerie
area this and the yank was pretty windy. Gave him a cup of tea and an escort to his destination.
25 Dec
Christmas Day. Another lovely day. Bags of air force and good news of counterattack. Padre held a service at 14:00 hrs for coy. (at least parts of it.) This area shelled about
16:00 but no cas. Mors laid on task at night and engaged two targets.
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very successfully setting KONIGSHOF on fire.
26 Dec
Uneventful day. About 16:00 Bn HQ - SP HQ area shelled rather vaguely. At
dusk great deal of activity. Mors and M.G.s opened up and fired intermittently throughout the night
until about 02:30 hrs. Weather still clear and frosty.
27th Dec
Weather same. When on visit to carriers at TRIPRATH O.C. S.P. was shelled!
One shell landed right at front door of B Coy HQ and fragment punctured jeep's radiator. Line
also cut. Mors in posn at TRIPSRATH and engaged suspected enemy mor posn. No cas so far
from shelling. Interesting to note that
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in this area Atl Pl are manning 12 guns. Terrific Atk defence here. TRIPSRATH shelled again this
afternoon. Sgt Wood, Atk Pl, hit and suffering from fractured thigh. Very cheery evacuated from
RAP about 17:00
28th Dec

Uneventful day LOB personnel changed and O.C. Sp went down to BRUNSUM.

29th Dec
Day normal but on G.O.C.s orders one pl A coy - new reserve coy - put u/comd B
Coy in TRIPSRATH. D coy relieved A Coy.
30th Dec
Acting on P.W. infm general stand-to ordered from 05:30 hrs. About 06:00 hrs
reports of enemy infiltration in
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SOUTH end of TRIPSRATH and in DORSET WOOD. Whole area also shelled heavily. Elements
of carriers, mors, and Atk Pls captured in TRIPSRATH. Also A coy pl (Lt McGregor). C/A by tp tks
and pl (Lt Renwick) re-captured TRIPSRATH and liberated these elements. OC B Coy was
presented with an ultimatum that P.W. would be shot if he did not surrender. Rude answer
delivered to HUN. No shooting. Situation in TRIPSRATH was completely restored by evening.
Situation in DORSET Wood still not known. Fighting very confused. Forward pls D Coy believed
to have been captured. Padre & M.O. captured
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while evacuating Lt Young (wounded). Released by C/a by Coy 6 HLI. Sp casualties today : Killed - Pte Lundie, Pte Slaven. Wounded - Pte Grey, L/c Boyle, Pte Boyd, Pte Smith, Pte
Winterbottom. Missing - Cpl Jacobsen, Pte Lynch, Pte Cooke, Pte Williams (signals attached).
31st Dec
An uneventful night. Coy 6 HLI cleared wood at first light and situation completely
restored. Many prisoners taken. D coys pl and 4 mortar men still missing presumed PW. Captors
of men taken and released in TRIPSRATH among enemy PW and mutual recognition.
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Boche very quiet to-day. Cpl Jacobsen's pay-book found in dead GERMAN in DORSET wood.
GERMAN plan was very good but men showed little determination to carry it out when initial
surprise lost GERMAN HQ in TRIPSRATH very windy. Our men taken prisoner for a brief spell in
TRIPSRATH stated that they were well treated and that enemy had little will to fight.
1 JAN 1945
No further trouble from enemy. Bn relieved by 5 KOSB. Coy moved into billets in
school in BRUNSUM.
2 Jan

Baths and re-organising

3 Jan

Xmas diner eaten
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Nuns from convent decorated dining hall and gave every man a present. Very good show.
Warning order to relieve 6 Cams in GANGELT 5/6/ Jan. Officers had very quiet Xmas diner in the
evening.
4 Jan
Recce parties to GANGELT. Capt Hendry promoted Major to fill temporary
vacancy caused by Mj. Rutherford's posting as C.I. at battle school. Had diner in B mess with
Capt Parbby G.3.'0'. Pl standing by from 01:00-03:00 on parachute scare.
5 Jan

Moved into line. Very quiet day. OC Sp Coy now Bn Patrol Master

6 Jan

Bde patrol conference. Very quiet except for slight mortaring
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